
An analysis of the Elgin Street parking issues involves both a

short term and long term view. In the short term, there is not a parking

problem rather there is a people problem. Generally, there is sufficient

parking at all times however, the area south of Gilmour where there is the

most demand for parking causes problems. During certain hours particularly,

evening hours when restaurants are patronized. If people were willing to

walk 2 or 3 blocks and in some cases pay the price of a parking spot or pay a

parking meter there would not be a parking problem. However, people by their

nature do not appear willing to do so. The only alternative is to have

stricter parking violation fines, that is, higher tickets, towing in some

areas and regular policing at the difficult hours. I have not participated

in the parking study to date because it was my view that the City of Ottawa

should determine independently of myself that there is not a current demand

for parking. In essence, I wanted the City to be aware of the fact that any

parking provided today represents an oversupply anticipating future demands

and therefore it is not an economic and viable proposition in itself. The

long term situation is, however, quite different and in analyzing the long

term situation one must look at both current and no doubt future development

and bear in mind the key words which are "growth, ambiance and destination

location". One must ask oneself what the demands will be if all of the

restaurants along Elgin Street are developed in the same way that Peppers

has. In a sense there are sleeping giants such as the following restaurants,

one must ask oneself what will happen if all of the grocery stores along



developed.
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Similarly, all of the existing businesses such as

Yogurt store which is now opening, the clothing

the like will experience an expansion of their

e will be greater density in terms of the

it would appear that with more disposable income
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upgrading is being reflected in higher rents and with higher rents one is

attracting the more affluent with automobiles, success and ambiance begets

greater success, more ambiance and more people. The natural evolution of the

street must be planned for. It is a continuous throughway or a hub relative

to the Canal, Parliament Hill, the Market area, and family oriented Apartment

Hotels. There is also the redevelopment of the British High Commission

building to be concerned with and the new Regional Government Centre. All of

these redevelopments will involve a spill-over. I do not feel that the Arts

Centre will cause additional parking requirements beyond what is currently

available in its basement. More and more people are working out of their

automobile and home rather than their office. '1'1ia\H8 1.1 uL.:.ll uvo:>db:3titlit8
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<}p-n mor(1 ri~IIDF!aO ElF! ElEHll'ltO~,u paL ~ll1g. The firms in Barrister House and the

Elgar at 200 Elgin as well as Place Bell will become more and more successful

and as a result there will be more and more traffic in relation to clients

going to their offices. The offices all represent destination locations.

The Elgin Theatre property will no doubt be redeveloped and it has no parking

and involves significant parking credits. The Diamond Restaurant is not

being run effectively but will be being running effectively in future as well

Henry Feller, Morrison's Beauty Salon, the Party Palace at Elgin and Somerset

will no doubt enjoy growth. Similarly, the White Cross Pharmacy recently

expanded, the Oriental Palace went into the basement, Sketchley's has
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the Ritz Restaurant will continue to expand.

the second floor walk-up space at Elgin and
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